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Overview

This presentation and the panelist discussion that follows aims to  
contextualizes translational science that will have important 
implications for the treatment of hematological malignancies in the  
near future.

What are the translational science areas to focus on?
• Immunotherapy and gene therapy and where they overlap



Overview - timeline
Cell-based therapies

CAR-T and TCR cell 
therapies begin to 
emerge

Utilizing the immune 
system for cancer treatment

Ipilimumab, an antibody to CTLA-4, 
is the first checkpoint inhibitor 
approved by the FDA

Microbiome’s effects on 
cancer therapy

Studies from Laurence Zitvogel and Giorgio 
Trinchieri highlight that the microbiota can 
influence cancer treatment responses through 
interaction with the host immune system

FDA approval of 
immunotherapy combo

Nivolumab, an anti-PD-1 checkpoint inhibitor, 
in combination with ipilimumab is approved for 
BRAF-wildtype- metastatic melanoma

Importance of the tumour
microenvironment

New publications highlight the 
importance of the tumour
microenvironment in cancer 
therapy efficacy

Treatment based on 
tumour genetics

Pembrolizumab, a monoclonal antibody to PD-1, 
receives FDA approval. This marks the first approval 
of treatment on the basis of tumour genetics, rather 
than tumour origin

CAR T trials
Bb2121, a CAR-T cell targeting BCMA, 
is used in a phase I clinical trial. It 
highlighted the utility of CAR therapy 
for antigens other than CD19
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CAR-NK cell development

A CD19-targeting CAR-NK cell is in 
phase I/II development. This marks 
as step towards “off-the-shelf” 
CAR therapies
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Key concepts now and going forward

CAR cell therapy 

Today
- CAR-T cell therapy is now established as standard of care for a small subset of hematological malignancies. 

While the majority of these therapies are directed against B-cell markers, clinical trials are underway to 
investigate the efficacy of this technology in other indications both in hematological and solid tumours

(Near) future

-A major drawback to T-cell based techniques is the requirement to ship cells to central processing sites for 
engineering which is both costly and time consuming 

-New cell subtypes are being integrated into CAR platforms to create “off-the-shelf” products 

-CAR-NK cells are a potential allogeneic option being investigated since there is a decreased risk of GVHD 
compared to CAR-T cell therapy 



Workflow for Cord Blood Derived for off-the-shelf NK Cell Therapy

- Very similar to current CAR-T workflows with the exception that this is an allogeneic system and cells can be frozen, stored on-site and infused as required 



CAR cell therapy continued

Challenges/considerations

- Patients can relapse on CAR-based therapies due to downregulation or loss of antigen binding sites on the 
tumour that the therapy is targeted to. 

- There are early phase trials looking at bispecific CAR-T therapies (e.g. CD19/CD22, CD19/CD20) to see if 
they can overcome this issue 

-Other mechanisms of CAR-T failure need to be addressed including methods to increase in vivo persistence 
and strategies to mitigate the action of inhibitory factors from the microenvironment 

-Still in the process of identifying characteristic that are associated with CAR-T efficacy, failure and toxicity
-exhaustion (non-responders) vs. memory (responders)
-role of myeloid suppressor cells 



Supporting abstracts / sessions from ASH

823 Safety and Efficacy of FT596, a First-in-Class, Multi-Antigen Targeted, Off-the-Shelf, iPSC-Derived CD19 CAR NK Cell Therapy in Relapsed/Refractory B-Cell 
Lymphoma 

-Multi-Antigen : engineered to express both a novel CD-19 directed CAR construct in addition to a high affinity CD16 Fc receptor which allows it to be combined with 
monoclonal antibodies directed at different antigens (ex. CD20 – rituximab)

-Incorporates an IL-15/IL-15 receptor construct to drive NK longevity without the requirement for additional cytokines

-Off-the-shelf platform using induced pluripotent stem cells that are differentiated ex-vivo into NK-cells

-53% ORR , no DLT, no GVHD, 2 cases of CRS (20 pts)

Relapsed Disease: Off-the-Shelf Immunotherapies vs. Customized Engineered Products 
Program: Education Program

https ://fatetherapeutics.com/pipeline/immuno-oncology-candidates/ft596/



Key concepts now and going forward

CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing is capable of revolutionizing medicine as we know it 
Today

- Gene editing with CRISPR/Cas9 technology is emerging in benign and malignant hematology. Disorders 
being investigated include sickle-cell disease, beta-thalassemia, and hemophilia 

- CRISPR technology is also being used to remove checkpoint inhibitors in T-cells to improve efficacy

Near future
-CRISPR/Cas9 may be used to genetically modify cell therapies to render them unresponsive to inhibitory 
factors emanating from the tumour microenvironment (e.g. checkpoint proteins, TGFbeta, etc.) that may 
antagonize their anti-tumour activity. These alterations are designed to improve their efficacy in context of 
the tumour microenvironment 

Challenges/considerations
-Specificity: making sure “edits” only take place at the desired location in the genome.
- development of technology to assess and reduce potential off-target effects
-Additional infrastructure will be required to govern implementation 

-Access this technology will be expensive, how can we ensure access to those in need
-Range of use: just because there is a potential use for CRISPR, does that mean we should use it
-Regulatory framework will be required to prevent abuse and offer guidance on ethical use of the technology (eg. Germline DNA) 



Workflow for Cord Blood Derived for off-the-shelf NK Cell Therapy + 
CRISPR Gene Editing

-CRISPR/Cas9 technology can be used to 
introduce activating/gain of function 
mutations, remove proteins that drive 
inhibitory signals.  

(ex. Inhibitory immune checkpoints)



The Tumour Microevironment is Another Layer of Complexity

Challenges/considerations

- One of the major factors affecting the efficacy of 
immunotherapies is the tumour microenvironment (TME). 

- Identification of novel molecules that overcome the inherent 
inhibitory nature of the microenvironment represents a much 
needed avenue to maximize the potential of immunotherapies.

- With technological advances, a greater understanding of 
tumour pathology can be obtained and new therapies will 
emerge targeting novel mechanisms of action

- Potential for precision medicine as there is heterogeneity not 
only in the tumour but also in the TME 



Surface of 
Cancer Cell
(Ligand)

Surface of 
T-cell 
(Receptor)

Adapted from Pardoll , 2012, Nat Rev Can, 5, 252-265

-there are numerous ligand/receptor interactions between tumour cells and T-cells (or other immune cells) that can 
positively or negatively regulate T-cell function
-these interactions are used in normal immune function to control the duration and amplitude of immune responses
-cancer cells can express inhibitory ligands to evade the immune system

Advances in Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors



Advances in Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors

Adapted from Pardoll , 2012, Nat Rev Can, 5, 252-265

Checkpoint Inhibitors

Today

- New checkpoints inhibitors are being developed that target axes other than PD-1/PD-L1. 

(Near) Future

- Of note TIM-3 and TIGIT are being investigated as a target for many early phase drugs 

- Similarly, new biomarkers are being identified and targeted with antibodies and BiTEs



801 Single-Cell Characterization of the Immune and Leukemic Cells Following Anti-TIM3 and Hypomethylating Agent Combination Therapy in Patients with 
AML or MDS 

-broad immune profiling is allowing us to understand the breadth of checkpoint ligand and receptor expression across different subtypes of blood cancers 

-TIM3 is expressed in many immune subsets(NK, dendritic cells, macrophages and monocytes) unlike PD1/CTLA4 which are predominantly restricted to T-cells

-AML cells also express TIM-3, but not healthy HSC (what is the role of TIM-3 on malignant cells)

-TIM3 is expressed on NK cells and TIM3 blockade activates these cells

-in responding patients (5/12), the NFKB pathway was activated in T/NK cells following an anti-TIM3/hypomethylating agent (decitabine) combination

-hypomethylating agents may prime the microenvironment for immunotherapy, though the underlying mechanisms are unknown  

Supporting abstracts / sessions from ASH



Supporting abstracts / sessions from ASH

328 The Combination of Anti-Tigit and Lenalidomide Promotes Synergistic Myeloma-Specific Immunity after ASCT

-myeloma progression is associated with T cell dysfunction and expression of multiple inhibitory receptors suggesting a loss of immunosurveillance

-TIGIT Abs require Fc binding for activity after ASCT (different mechanism of action)

-some mice relapse following TIGIT monotherapy therapy which let to the development of rationale combination therapies focused on immune activation

-the combination of lenalidomide with anti-TIGIT Abs prolonged the survival in a mouse model of myeloma as compared to the single agents

-the combination reduced the population of exhausted T-cells by 50%   



1) Bacterial metabolites regulate gene expression in different cell types and fuel 
metabolism in T-cells

2) Microbe-associated molecular patterns are proteins that can modulate the immune 
system by binding to and activating toll-like receptors (ex. Dendritic cell activation)

3) Live bacteria can affect immune responses or drug activity in distant tumour tissues

4) Microbiome induced cytokine release into the gut associated lymphoid tissue can have 
systemic immunological effects that may impact immunotherapy

* The gut microbiota can have both immune stimulating and immune inhibitory effects 
which has important implications for immunotherpy

The Microbiome and the Immune System



Key concepts now and going forward

Microbiota

Today

- There is a greater appreciation for the gut microbiota’s role in immune regulation, both in normal 
homeostasis and cancer 

- Fecal microbial transplants (FMT) can improve the efficacy of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs)
- Early research suggests the commensal bacteria and the microbial-derived metabolites may impact the 

efficacy of ICIs 

Future

- Research is being pursued to gain a deeper understanding of the mechanisms of microbiota-mediated 
immunomodulation. 

- Areas of interest include the identification of microbial biomarkers that predict response to 
immunotherapy in addition to the development of therapies targeting microbial-factors 



https://www.taconic.com/taconic-insights/microbiome-and-germ-free/microbiome-impacts-immunotherapy-efficacy.html
Routy et al. Gut microbiome influences efficacy of PD-1-based immunotherapy against epithelial tumors. Science, 2 Nov 2017
Gopalakrishnan et al. Gut microbiome modulates response to anti-PD-1 immunotherapy in melanoma patients. Science, 2 Nov 2017

The Microbiome and Checkpoint Inhibitors

-NSCLC and renal cell carcinoma patients receiving PD1 
directed therapy who had taken antibiotics had worse 
outcomes

-FMT with responder microbiota displayed reductions 
in tumour volume and increased numbers of T-cells in
the tumour microenvironment.  

https://www.taconic.com/taconic-insights/microbiome-and-germ-free/microbiome-impacts-immunotherapy-efficacy.html
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29097494
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29097493


Supporting abstracts / sessions from ASH

253 The Intestinal Microbiota Correlates with Response and Toxicity after CAR T Cell Therapy in Patients with B-Cell Malignancies

-exposure to anaerobe-targeting antibiotics used for neutropenic fever was associated with worse overall survival following  CD-19 CART therapy

-specific bacterial taxa were identified that correlate both with CR and toxicity

87 Microbial-Derived Metabolites Induce Epithelial Recovery Via the Sting Pathway in Mice and Men and Protect from Graft-Versus-Host Disease 

- bacterial metabolites such as desaminotyrosine and indole-3-carboxaldehyde drive IFNg signalling and protect the intestinal barrier

- AML patients with high levels of these metabolites were less likely to develop GVHD following an allogenic stem cell transplant

- prophylactic administration of these metabolites in mouse models of GVHD resulted in better outcomes



Final Thoughts

Not that long ago…
(HC approval 2018-19)
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Final Thoughts

Not that long ago…
(HC approval 2018-19)

Work in progress…

Incorporating Checkpoint Modulation

Tumour Microenvironment 

CRISPR/Cas9

Microbiome

Seemingly endless possibilities…



Thank you!
Enjoy CARE at ASH 2021



Discussion
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AGENDA



• Please send in your key abstracts for the Navigation Guide by 
November 26th:

• around 3 key presentations/posters that the residents should attend/focus 
on 

• why are these abstracts important? 
• how do they advance the treatment? 
• what are the particular data points/subgroups/trial info that the residents 

should focus on each presentation (if relevant)?
• how are these results likely going to impact our practice?



Advances in Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors

PD-1PD-L1



Advances in Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors

PD-1PD-L1

PD-1

Fab fragment
of Pembrolizumab

Checkpoint inhibitors are antibodies 
that block receptor-ligand interacitons



Challenges/considerations

- One of the major factors affecting the efficacy of immunotherapies is the tumour microenvironment (TME). 

- TME is a mixture of cells, soluble factors (proteins and metabolites), and the structural component of 
the extracellular matrix all of which can impede anti-cancer immunity. 

- Identification of novel molecules that overcome the inherent inhibitory nature of the microenvironment 
represents a much needed avenue to maximize the potential of immunotherapies.

- Therapies in development that target the TME including TGFbeta inhibitors and novel ICIs

- With technological advances, a greater understanding of tumour pathology can be obtained and new 
therapies will emerge targeting novel mechanisms of action

-
- Potential for precision medicine as there is heterogeneity not only in the tumour but also in the TME 



Key concepts now and going forward

Checkpoint Inhibitors

Today

- New checkpoints inhibitors are being developed that target axes other than PD-1/PD-L1. 

(Near) Future

- Of note TIM-3 and TIGIT are being investigated as a target for many early phase drugs 

- Similarly, new biomarkers are being identified and targeted with antibodies and BiTEs
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